
W/C 11.5.2020 - Year 2 - Home Learning 
This week in English we will cover a range of skills including spelling, writing and reading.  
In maths we would like you to focus on addition and subtraction. We have now decided as a school to 
use the White Rose Maths website to provide a video activity and follow up activity sheet for 
each day. See the outline on the next page for details.  
 
In topic we will be learning about observational drawing skills. 
 
Please scroll down to find the activities and sheets that you will need. How you structure your week at 
home is of course entirely up to you (parents). We appreciate that it is challenging to work from home with 
children, while trying to home school them at the same time, so please use your discretion as to when to 
deliver these activities. There is no expectation to have work sent back to us. 
 
Please do not feel you have to print sheets off if there isn’t the need to. Use the worksheet on the screen 
for children to point/refer to. We have included an overview chart briefly explaining all the activities. 
 
It has been great hearing about everything that you’ve been working on this week. Listening to your 
parents, it sounds like some of you have worked particularly hard! Please keep up the good work and 
hopefully we can start rewarding some of you in the near future. If we haven’t spoken to you yet, please 
don’t worry - we will be calling you every few weeks just to see how you’re all doing. If ever there was 
something urgent, that couldn’t wait, please contact the school via enquiry@coppice.bham.sch.uk or via the 
school telephone number on 0121 464 7022. 
 
Twitter - @CoppiceB75  
If you want to share some of the work the children are particularly proud of or you wish to show us some 
other fun they’ve had at home (baking, making, creating), then please share it by tweeting us @coppiceb75 
It’s always a pleasure to see you having fun. 
 



Week commencing 11th May 2020 

Literacy Maths Topic P.E Other 

Reading 

Reading for pleasure for 15 
minutes at least 5x per week. 
 

Reading Task 1 - Read the 

text and answer the questions. 

 

Reading Task 2 - Prediction. 

Read the text and predict what 
will happen next. Remember to 
be realistic and to use the clues 
in the text. People have to 
believe that this is what will 
happen next. 
 

Reading  Task 3 - Read the 

text and answer the questions. 
 

Reading  Task 4 - Read the 

extract from The Twits and 
then create your very own 
beard collage! See the sheet for 
details. 
 

Please see other section  to 

right for digital books 

(free). 
 

Writing 

 

Writing Task 1 - This is your 

main task for the week. Retell 
the short film See the main 
page for more info. 
 
There are also pages about 
past and present tense to help 
the children understand it. 

 

Writing Task 2 - This is a 

SPaG task about present 
(happening now) and past tense 
(happened before e.g. 
yesterday, last week etc). See 
the sheet for details. 

 

Writing Task 3 - SPaG focus 

(as above). Sort the sentences 
into past and present tense. 
 

Spelling and Phonics 

Task 1—Review 

Can you add suffixes to the 
root words correctly? 
Can you change the words into 
contractions? 
Can you tell all the spelling 
rules you remember for when 

adding a suffix? Make a 

spelling rule poster. 

 

Task 2— Using the suffix ‘ing’ 

Be a detective and talk about 
what you notice.  
Then use the words and 
pictures to practise writing the 
ing words in sentences. 
Extension—can you make a 
sentence using commas in a 
list? 
 

Task 3— Tricky words 

Follow the prompts on the 
sheets to practise reading and 
spelling tricky words (common 
exception words) 
 

 

Warm ups: 
Continue addition/
subtraction work 
booklet - 5 minutes a 
day. 
 
Times table speed tests: 
https://
www.timestables.co.uk/
speed-test/ 
Select either 2, 5 or 10 
times table (try 3 if you 
score high in the others) 
 

Year 2 Maths:      Wc 

11.5.2020 
Please follow the link to 

access the videos for 
the maths learning we 
are doing this week:  
https://
whiterosemaths.com/
homelearning/year-2/ 

The sheets are now 

alongside this pack 

as a follow up to the 

videos. 
Lesson 1: 2 digit add 
and subtract tens. 
Lesson 2: add 2 digit 
numbers. 
Lesson 3: subtract 2 
digit numbers. 
Lesson 4: number bonds 
to 100. 
For lesson five, there is 
an optional quiz/
challenge. 
 

Optional extension: 
See the sheet in the 
maths section of this 
pack. 

 

Other 
10.00am - Maths with 
Carol Vorderman 
www.themathsfactor.co
m  
 
 

Art  
Observational 
drawing of flowers. 
Learn how to add 
pattern, texture and 
tone to your 
drawings. 

 
 
 

PSHE 
Play the emotions 
board game. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

9.00am - PE with 
Joe Wicks https://
youtu.be/6v-

a_dpwhro  
 
 
Have a go at some 
of the PE at home 
activities (see sheet 

for details). This task 
is all about creating 
a crossing over a 
river using various 
objects. Have fun 
and don’t forget to 

tweet us your results!  
 
GoNoodle 
 
 

Mindfulness — 
Enjoy a bit of 
relaxation and try 

one or two of the 
activities explained 
at the end of the 
topic part of the 
pack. 
 

 

Digital Reading 

Books: 
 
Collins Big Cat 
ebooks 
 

Visit Collins Connect  
https://
connect.collins.co.uk/
school/Portal.aspx  
and click on the 

Teacher portal and 
enter:  
Username: parents@
harpercollins.co.uk 
Password: Parents20!  
Then click on Big Cats 
 

myON Books 
 
https://
readon.myon.co.uk/ 
—> Free to use. No 

login required for 
this time period.  
 

https://www.timestables.co.uk/speed-test/
https://www.timestables.co.uk/speed-test/
https://www.timestables.co.uk/speed-test/
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/
https://connect.collins.co.uk/school/Portal.aspx
https://connect.collins.co.uk/school/Portal.aspx
https://connect.collins.co.uk/school/Portal.aspx


 

Reading 



Task 1 - Read the text and answer the questions. 

 

A cat called Miss Moppet, she thinks she has heard a mouse! The mouse is peeping out behind the cupboard, 
and making fun of Miss Moppet. He is not afraid of a kitten. Miss Moppet jumps just too late. She misses the 
Mouse and hits her own head. She thinks it is a very hard cupboard!  

The Mouse watches Miss Moppet from the top of the cupboard. Miss Moppet ties up her head in a handker-
chief, and sits before the fire. The Mouse thinks she is looking very ill. He comes sliding down to see her.  

Miss Moppet looks worse and worse. The Mouse comes a little nearer. Miss Moppet holds her poor head in her 
paws, and looks at him through a hole in the handkerchief. The Mouse comes very close. And then all of a sud-

den, Miss Moppet jumps upon the Mouse! And because the Mouse has teased Miss Moppet, she decides to 
tease the Mouse; which is not at all nice of her. She ties him up in the handkerchief, and tosses it about like a 
ball. But she forgets about that hole in the handkerchief; and when she unties it, there was no Mouse!  

He has wriggled out and run away. He is now dancing in joy on the top of the cupboard! 

 

Find and copy the answers from the text. 

 
1) What is the cat’s name? _________________________________ 
 

2) What does Miss Moppet hit her head on? ____________________ 

 

3) Why did the mouse come down? ____________________________ 
 

4) How did the mouse escape? ________________________________ 

 

 

 

What do you think will happen next? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Task 2 - Read the short text and predict what will happen next. Use the clues that are already there to help 
you. Keep it realistic and believable.  

 

 

 

Read the passage below. Write what will happen next. 
Little Taylor walks into the deep, dark woods and stumbles upon two sleeping ogres. He listens to their snores 

and snorts for a few minutes, while hiding behind a tree. Then, he decides to pick up a rock… 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Read the passage below. Write what will happen next. 

 

As Frank marched through the desert to find his treasure, the high winds blew sand at speeds that stung his 

skin. Frank went to drink from his bottle but there was no water left. How awful it was! Suddenly Frank’s knees 

began to wobble… 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Read the passage below. Write what will happen next. 

Cecile notices the window of her shop has been smashed and the door is wide open. When she looks inside she 

sees a bull with many smashed plates and vases around him. The door makes a sound and the bull looks right 

in her eyes. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Task 3 - Read the text and answer the questions. 



Task 3 - Read the text and answer the questions. 

 

 



Task 4 

Task 4 

Create your own disgusting Mr Twit beard. Imagine all the 

nasty foods that may be hidden underneath his thick bristly 

moustache! You can do this by simply drawing it or even 

better, by creating a collage with a mix of different 

materials. When you’ve completed it, label all the 

disgusting bits of food with your best ‘nasty’ vocabulary. 

 

If you want to share your work, please get your parents to 

tweet us a picture @coppiceb75 

We would really love to see your work—even if it’s 

disgusting!  



 
 
 

Writing 



Task 1 (Main Task) 
 

The Rocketeer (20th anniversary) 
This week, you will be retelling the short film in your own words. Watch the film carefully. If you need to, watch it a few 
times to notice subtle details—the colour of someone’s clothing, the sounds you hear, can you imagine a smell? Really use 
all of your sense to help you—was that hard? Was it soft? How is he feeling?  
 
Watch the Rocketeer (trailer/clip 2min): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpmcIuR3o6w  
 
What helps structure a piece of writing is to work in ‘sections’ or paragraphs.  
Let’s look at the introduction first: 
 
What were the key events that occurred (What happened?) ? Child playing on farm, police chase.  
Once you’ve discussed the opening and the key parts, decide how you can make that sound interesting.  
—> Refer back to the targets below to see what language you can include. Can you use some suffix words? Conjunctions? 
Etc. 
 
Key teaching point – we use past tense, because we’re writing it as if it’s already happened. Remind the children that they 
have learnt about using the past tense and that most verbs end in –ed and that we should be using was instead of is 
throughout our writing. Emphasise that some of the trickier past tense words don’t have -ed. E.g. What is the past tense 
of swim? Past tense of fight? Past tense of run? (This will test their knowledge and true understanding of the past tense).  
 
After they’ve written their first paragraph, have a read of it with them—is there anything they’d like to change? Have 
they used the success criteria to help them? 
 
Repeat the same task with the second and third paragraph, always asking yourself how you can make it sound interesting 
and engaging to the reader. 
Main paragraph (2): car bursts through wall, almost hurts child, Rocketeer saves boy 
Conclusion (3): Rocketeer gets hurt, Rocketeer beats bad guy 
 

Success Criteria 
[   ] Capital letters and full stops 
[   ] Past tense – ed  
[   ] Co-ordinating conjunctions – or, and, but 
[   ] Subordinating conjunctions – because, that, when, if 
[   ] Questions – What will happen next? 
[   ] Exclamations – How terrifying it was!  
[   ] suffix words – ly, ness, ed, ing, ful, less, ment 
examples: fearful, boldness, quickly, bravely, safely, punishment, careless, fearless, disappointment, achievement  
 
 

Example Text (Model)  

—> This is good to read to your children / model for them, so that they have some ideas as to what we are looking for in 

their written work. 
 
Rocketeer the Hero 
Whilst joyful Ben played sensibly outside on his farm, the sound of sirens began to wail loudly. Whatever could it be? 
Suddenly, a car hurtled down the dusty, dirt track and headed towards Ben’s farm. The reckless driver thought he had 
gotten away, but a fearless police car frantically pursued after him.  
The careless bandit burst through the farm wall leaving Ben speechless. If he did not move out of the way swiftly he 
would surely be crushed. Who could possibly help? When Ben thought it was all over, he was unexpectedly flown to safe-
ty by a heroic figure.  
Ben had no time to say thank you to the mysterious character because he had raced after the baddie. Rocketeer fought 
the criminal with all his might, but was painfully flung through a window. If Rocketeer couldn’t stop him, who would? 
When the evil villain thought he had won, Rocketeer swung a punch at him, which destroyed him and saved the day. 
How heroic he was!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpmcIuR3o6w








Task 2 (SPaG - tense focus) 

 

LO: To learn to recognise and use the past and present tense. 
 

Change the underlined word so tha t it is the correct tense (so it makes 

sense). 

 
Jody pushing Sophie higher and higher on the swing. 

 
Sam is looked at the lions as they eat their food. 

 

Lydia is won the spelling competition.  
 

David rides his bike to school yesterday. 
 

Lewis writes his name on his homework book last night.  
 

Rewrite these sentences, so they are in the present tense. 

 

Charlotte baked a cake. 

 
The boy won his game of chess. 

 
The dog wagged his tale. 

 
I jumped on the bouncy trampoline. 

 

Write two of your own sentences in present tense and two in past tense. 

Try to use some of the year 2 words to help you with ideas. 



Task 3 (SPaG - tense focus) 

 

Sort these sentences into past and present tense. 

 

I brought some cake to the party. 

 

Billy is at the dentist’s. 

 

Sarah jumped over the fence. 

 

The lion roars fiercely.  

 

The owl swoops down from the trees. 

 

I am on an exotic, beautiful beach.  

 

The monkey swung through the trees. 
 

 
Tracey ate all the sweets and didn’t share any. 

 
 

Daniel is having the best time with his family. 
 

 

Craig tried his best to save his friend from the monster. 
 

 
I am in the middle of the aisle at Sainsbury’s. 

 
 

She is washing her hands very well. 
 

 

He kicked a ball through the window.  
 



 
 
 

Spelling 
and 

Phonics 



Phonics/spellings Task 1 
 
Revision: 



Task 2—look and talk activity 

Detective time  
What suffix has been added to these root words? 
What do you notice has happened to the middle 3 words 
when the suffix is added? 
What do you think the rule is? 
What do you notice has happened to the last 3 words when the suffix is 
added? 
What do you think the rule is? 

hop = hopping 
tip = tipping 
skip = skipping 



Task 2—continued…. 

Detective time….answers!  
The suffix, ing, has been added to the root words. 
 
The middle 3 words all have a split digraph in them and so when the suffix 
is added, we lose the final e and then add the ing. This is a rule. 
 
For the last 3 words, we need to look at the last 2 letters of the root 
word. If the root word ends in a short vowel then a consonant, then we 
double the last letter before we add ing. A short vowel is where you see 
the letter a, e, i, o or u and the sound it makes is short like the letter 
sound. Long vowel sounds are like where the letter a makes the sound ay 
(like it’s letter name). This is a rule. 

Try adding ing to 
these root words, 
thinking about the 
rules. Then choose 
an ing word picture 
below to write into 
a sentence. 



Phonics/spellings Task 3—look and talk 

Tricky words for reading: 
 

any   many 
 
 
What can be tricky when reading these words? 



Phonics/spellings Task 3—continued... 

Tricky words for writing: 
 

old  cold  gold 
 
 
What can be tricky when spelling these words? 

Read them in sentences: 

Speed write each tricky word, one at a time. How many 
times can you write the word down, spelling it correctly in 
1 minute? 

old  cold  gold 



Phonics/spellings Task 3—continued... 



 
 
 

Maths 



 

Maths extensions—optional 



 
 
 

Topic 



Art 
Observational drawing  

 
This week we will be learning about observational drawing.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Lesson 1 
Learning Objectives 
• To learn to draw lines of different 

sizes and thick- ness. 
• To learn to show pattern and tex-

ture by adding dots and lines. 
 
• Have fun drawing lines on a piece of paper. Create texture by using different  
       patterns, thickness of lines and shade of lines. Use the examples to help you. Remember you      
 can not make a mistake when sketching, you are practising all the time and finding out what       
 works well—nothing is ever wrong!  

 
 

Lesson 2 
Learning Objectives 
• To learn how to create tone with coloured pencils. 
• To use pattern, texture and tone to create an observational drawing of a flower. 
 
• Enjoy creating different tones in your sketching. Observe the colour and tones of different 

flowers. Have fun drawing a flower using all the new skills you have learnt. 
 
Take your learning further. 

 
https://artfulparent.com/observational-drawing-for-kids/  
 
Look at drawings of flowers by famous artists such as Vincent Van Gogh, Claude Monet and    
Georgia O’Keeffe.  Can you identify the different skills they have used? 
 
http://www.robbiddulph.com/draw-with-rob  This is a really good website to help you perfect your 
drawing talent. 

https://artfulparent.com/observational-drawing-for-kids/
http://www.robbiddulph.com/draw-with-rob


Lesson 1 
First you are going to have fun drawing (sketching) lines of different sizes and thicknesses. Look 
at the examples below and the following page to help you.  
 TOP TIPS : Use a lead writing pencil. 
                   Hold your pencil high and press lightly to create faint lines and harder for thicker,        
      darker lines. 
                   Practise drawing different types of lines (dark, light, curved, thin, thick, spotty.) 

 

 

 

 

 







 

When you draw texture on an object, 
you show how it would feel to touch that 
object. You make it more lively. 



Lesson 2 
• Read the definition of ‘Tone’.  
• Using a lead pencil have a go at creating different tones in your sketching. 
        TOP TIP: Vary the pressure, hold the pencil on its side and go over the same line a number of    
  times. Use the pictures to help you see what you are trying to create. 
• Repeat this using coloured pencils.  
        TOP TIP: Use the same techniques as you did with the lead pencils but blend colours            
 together. 
• Can you combine the correct colours to create the tone for a fire, sunset, sea, grassland? 
• Observe the different tones you can see in a flower. 
• Sketch and colour a flower using all the skills you have learnt from lesson 1 and 2. 
        



Tone using lead pencil 



Tone using coloured pencils, crayons or pastels 

HAVE A GO! 
Using coloured pencils can you create the correct tone for any of these pictures? 



Look closely at these pictures of flowers OR look closely at     
different flowers outside. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Are the petals all the same colour? 
What tones can you see? 
What shapes, patterns and thickness of 
lines can you see? 
 
YOUR TASK 
Use one of the pictures above or choose a flower from outside and lightly 
sketch it using the skills you learnt from lesson 1. 
Use coloured crayons/pencils/pastels to create the correct tones.  
 
Remember to email your finished drawing to: 
enquiry@coppice.bham.sch.uk 
Or 
Twitter    @CoppiceB75 
 
We would love to see your talents! 
 
 
        



Personal, Social and Health Education  
(PSHE) 

 

 
 

 





Mindfulness 
Carry out one or two of these challenges to help you relax. Maybe, you could ask your family to do 
them with you as well.  

 
 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

PE 




